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Consulting Excellence Declaration

with your line manager Line manager
should also provide any feedback they
may have received

Have you recognised great work being
carried out by a colleague or team?

Values, behaviours & positive impact on society

My ideas and requests for change

Discuss how your behaviours fit with with
the Mason Advisory values.

The Nine Consulting
Excellence Principles

Introduction

Do you need to discuss any new ideas
you have? Would you like to request a
change to your work life?

Anything else?

Discuss any matter which is important to you at this time.

Since 2014, we have become synonymous with
high-quality consultancy: IT leadership and teams
work with us to solve complex challenges through
the intelligent use of IT resources. We offer IT experts
who match technology know-how with commercial
acumen. Our experienced teams quickly add value
to client engagements supporting them to drive
change from within the organisation. Our services are
designed to support IT programmes from inception to
implementation, ensuring the advice clients receive
is always realistic and deliverable. We have a simple
approach “there is no us and them” and “our culture
is set from the top”.

transformational IT projects to our clients, across the UK
and abroad, we welcome the opportunity not only to
enhance our reputation with the hallmark of quality
that the Consulting Excellence scheme provides, but
for the growth and improvement within the industry
that its three pillars encourage.

We are responsible and good citizens

Ethical Behaviour

With this Declaration, we wish to convey our
commitment to upholding the guiding principles of
Consulting Excellence be it for our ethical behaviour
and role in the wider community, providing great
client service time after time, or for the professional
development of our employees.

We have come a long way in such a short period:
strong governance and open-mindedness has
resulted in an efficient business of scale - with an onus
on quality. As we continue to deliver innovative and
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We conduct our business ethically

2

We foster an ethical culture

3

We provide excellent consulting services which
deliver the outcomes clients seek and need

4

We are transparent with clients and respond
to their concerns

5

We always strive to improve the value we
can deliver to our clients

6

We undertake training and professional
development planning each year

7

We promote strong core consulting capabilities
and specialisms in our consultants and teams

8

We support our employees’ career progression,
professional development and welfare
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Consulting Excellence firms work with clients,
partners, employees and other stakeholders
in an ethical way.

Client Service
and Value
Consulting Excellence firms promote the highest
standards of client service and value.

Professional
Development
Consulting Excellence firms develop the
capabilities of their consultants, provide career
development opportunities and support the
welfare of all their employees.

Discuss how you are progressing against your
balanced scorecard objectives. Do they need
amending? Do you require any support?

How happy are you in your current role?
Discuss how you are progressing and agree any
short-term objectives, training etc.

Check-in
conversation map
Recognition

1 Ethical Behaviour

My feedback

360º

Have you had any successes that you would like to
share with your line manager?

Share any feedback you have received with your
line manager

Have you recognised great work being carried out
by a colleague or team?

Line manager should also provide any feedback
they may have received

Values, behaviours & positive impact on society

My ideas and requests for change
Do you need to discuss any new ideas you have?
Would you like to request a change to your work
life?

Discuss how your behaviours fit with with the Mason
Advisory values.

Anything else?
Discuss any matter which is important to you at this time.

1. We are responsible and good citizens
How we conduct ourselves as a company, and as
individuals, is the key to our success. Our corporate
culture is built on the foundation of our core business
principles, two fundamental pillars, Honesty and
Integrity, and our five core values. Our business is built
around our Code of Conduct which is firmly rooted
in the ten principles of the UN Global Impact. This
means operating in ways that meet the fundamental
responsibilities in the areas of:

The Code sets the values and standards that guide us
in the way we conduct our business and is an integral
part of our daily actions. It covers equal opportunities,
employee accountability, drug and alcohol abuse,
sales practices (including trade sanctions), conflicts of
interest, and standards of confidentiality.

5 core values

Team
Players

Current
and creative

• Human rights
• Labour
• Environment
• Anti-Corruption

Committed
to quality

Socially
aware
Passionate

We are proud of our five core values, which
encourage and guide our employees to fulfil
their goals, support our mission to be known as a
trusted partner to our clients through every step of
their journey, and play an active role in the wider
community:

Clients

Committed to quality - Providing a great service time
after time
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Team Players - Supporting people to do their jobs,
and appreciating their efforts when they take on
challenges

Passionate - About where we work and who we work
with – making time for fun in the office, and time to
relax at home

People &
Culture

MASON ADVISORY’S CORE VALUES

Socially aware - Playing an acive role in the
community

Community

Current and creative - Keeping abreast of innivations
in technology and making room to explore new ideas
Our promise to our Employees:
• We will always treat each other with respect and
fairness. We are dedicated to maintaining uniform
equal opportunity employment practices. We will
respect each other’s privacy and treat one another
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with dignity and respect regardless of age, race,
colour, sex, sexual orientation, religion, or nationality.
We are committed to providing a safe and healthy
work environment for all employees.
Our promise to our Customers:
• We are committed to providing high quality,
value-driven pricing and honest transactions. All
dealings with our customers will be done lawfully
and ethically
Our promise to all Communities:
• We desire to be responsible corporate community
members. Our policies will be designed to comply
with international, national and local laws. We will
strive to contribute to our communities through the
encouragement of employee involvement and
corporate benevolence.
• We will deal honestly and fairly with our suppliers.
We will source product without unlawful
discrimination, in a manner supportive of mutually
beneficial, long-term relationships.
• We will compete aggressively, but fairly, for business
and will base our efforts on the qualities of our value
proposition.

2. We conduct our business ethically
We are committed to maintaining and perpetuating
the highest standards of ethics and business conduct.
These principles flow through all our dealings including
our relationships with our employees, customers,
suppliers, shareholders, competitors, and the
communities in which we operate.
The Code of Conduct has been developed to help
further the Company’s key values and to illustrate
our commitment to unquestionable organisational
integrity. The Standards are interpreted and applied
within the framework of the laws and traditions of the
jurisdictions in which we operate, as well as taking into
consideration our policies and simple common sense.

3. We foster an ethical culture

Code and our ISO 9001 accreditation, adherence
to which helps us build a culture of continual
improvement and supports the fact that all business
decisions are made in accordance with our main
principles.

Our way of doing business:
• Walk the Talk. Our culture is determined from
the top and as such we lead by example. This is
something our employees say in their annual Staff
Survey, but it is also something our client identify
when working with us which forms part of our USP.

Being in an industry driven by changes we do take
the approach of constantly challenging ourselves
and reviewing our ways of doing business and
adapting to the external changes imposed by the
communities. As such we have bi-annual fireside
chats where we discuss our Values and the Ethics of
the business to ensure they are relevant.

• We incorporate ethics into hiring, promotion and
reward. We have a very defined recruitment
process built on offering equal opportunities and
fair processing to all candidates. Everyone is
treated with respect. Our CDPR process includes
annual objective setting and review meetings.
One of the score card areas is values, behaviours
and positive impact on society, as shown in the
‘conversation map’ later in the Declaration.

Our Code of Conduct guides our decisions and
actions. We ultimately rely upon individual actions
of our employees around the world regarding our
integrity, reputation and profitability. Everyone is
personally accountable for compliance with our

• Communication is key. Having clear, frequent and
consistent ways of communicating our standards
and expectations to all stakeholders is very
important. As such we use periodical gatherings
and have incorporated communication within our
policies and procedures. We use these platforms to
set the ‘tone at the top’ but also to enable twoway dialogue and open conversations on ethical
matters.
• Promote our culture. Once a year Mason Advisory
holds a team training away day for all staff in
the company. During this two-day event, the
company rewards members of staff who have
been nominated by their peers for upholding these
values. We also measure staff against behaviour,
ethics and social impact as part of our career
development and performance review process
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• Transparency always. Our Quality Management
System in place built within the guidelines of our
Code of Conduct and supported by our ISO 9001
and ISO 27001 accreditations is the main tool we
use to support transparency. Living by our principles
is the culture we promote with our employees but
also the communities and clients we work with.
• No double standards. Our standards apply
equally to our business partners and we
operate policies and procedures that include
regulatory compliance and ethical business
practices, covering anti-bribery and corruption,
whistleblowing, equal opportunities, environmental
responsibilities, corporate risk, and responsible
supply chain management.

2 Client Service and Value

5. We are transparent with clients and
respond to their concerns

We have ensured that these services meet
client expectations from day one, following
ISO-9001-certified Quality Management processes
in addition to ISO-27001 and Cyber Essentials Plus in
order to protect our clients’ data and confidentiality.

4. We provide excellent consulting
services which deliver the outcomes
clients seek and need
Successful programme results are those that are
tailored to specific client needs and that drive
change from inside the organisations: our consultants
use their expertise to complement client capabilities
– ‘working with’ and not ‘doing to’. This approach
allows clients to navigate the delivery and continue
implementing our advice following handover of our
assignments through knowledge transfer. Clients rely
on us to deliver honest, outcome-oriented advice,
and as we are entirely independent of suppliers, we
bring an impartial, objective view to engagements.
This honesty also means braving difficult conversations
and challenging our clients when we believe that
what they request is not going to bring about the
best outcome.
We provide complete lifecycle support: from
conception, strategy, business case, sourcing,
selection and contract development; through
to delivery assurance, service management and
contract performance management, and recently
narrowed the number of IT advisory services to
four key areas - Architecture, Sourcing, Service
Management, and Organisational Design &
Operating Model. Our structure offers flexibility
and cost effectiveness, and we adapt quickly as
programmes, and client circumstances, change.
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We foster strong relationships with clients and
seek their support on how to embed within their
organisations in the most effective way; working to
understand requirements, critical success factors
and expectations from the outset. This collaborative
approach brings together ideas from all levels of
the organisation through workshops, interviews,
questionnaires, and briefings. We ensure people with
the right blend of skills, cultural fit and availability
are chosen for engagements, and we can flex
resources when required, and supplement teams with
consultants with specialist skills for short periods, as
appropriate.

We focus on building trusted relationships with
organisations who face challenges where IT can be
a key issue or facilitator. With a diverse public and
private sector client base, our growth strategy is
based on developing long-term, significantly sized
accounts, with more than 81% of our revenue from
repeat business - fostering close bonds is imperative
to our approach and values. We work collaboratively
with clients; aligning to their business practices and
seeking their input on how best to drive delivery in the
most efficient way.

Our engagement management style ensures we
share information quickly and openly in regular
progress update meetings, supported by appropriate
documentation. This transparency covers our view
of client programmes and our reporting on our own
engagement (how much time we have spent on
tasks, the value we are delivering etc.). We also use
a process of peer reviews and project oversight, built
into our procedures, to remove errors and provide
robust insights. Client concerns are dealt with by
the project manager and escalated to the project
director where necessary. Clients are told that they
can contact our CEO or our ISO 9001 lead if they
require support independently of the project team.

“Our experience, people culture, and consulting
agility, all underpin our growth strategy, and
is reflected in positive client feedback and
satisfaction. With the transformation of the IT
operating model at Standard Life Aberdeen
(SLA), our team adapted to a highly agile working
environment - we fully integrated with the
internal team, taking part in daily stand-ups and
collaborating on report development. SLA’s Head
of Solutions Support says: “Mason Advisory were an
excellent partner to help establish a new strategy
and operating model – their collaborative working

We work closely with clients to define KPIs and
measures for the success of our work from the outset.
This information is communicated back to the client in
an agreed format - a balanced scorecard to indicate
our contribution to the project and the organisation’s
wider strategic aims or incorporated directly into
project status reports. The key is for clients to be able
to take on the information quickly and use it in their
own reporting.

style, attention to detail, and ability to provide
valuable external insight and challenge, has really
helped us accelerate the development of the
new support function.”
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Clients can also benefit from a more efficient use of
time if we work to build an integrated team with them,
replacing consulting time with internal staff time if it is
appropriate to do so. This increases the capability of
internal staff through knowledge transfer and moves
more towards a smoother transition to business-as-usual
operation. For example, for a global pharmaceutical
client, one of our consultants was leading the
strategic development of a large IT transformation
project. Once the implementation programme was
established, although the client wanted the comfort
of our resource on a full-time basis, we advised that
we should start ramping down and handing over
to the internal team, as the activities we were then
undertaking were fairly low-level project management
work, rather than the original strategic work we had
been commissioned to do.
Openness and transparency are not solely confined
to the workplace. Client project dinners, where
client project teams, regularly go out with Mason
Advisory team and managers, provides opportunity
to discuss work, opportunities and wider general
life topics. Similarly, account/client dinners provide
an opportunity to catch up and review client
deliverables, but also discuss wider challenges and
issues in a less formal manner. This also provides insight
for the wider team.

6. We always strive to improve the
value we can deliver to our clients
We work to enhance the ways we deliver value to
our clients, and achieve this through best use of
resources; flexible engagement models; and our
continuous improvement approach, based on our ISO
9001: 2015-certified Quality System, where consultants
take part in lessons learned reviews as part of our
project close-out process and receive feedback
from our client satisfaction surveys issued by our
marketing team. The survey is a metric that is used
extensively to measure successful contributions and
value added, according to the clients. The feedback
allows customers to explain the extent to which our
consultants have delivered value by addressing
their wider challenges and helps us identify areas for
improvement and areas where excellence should be
recognised.

We operate pragmatic processes, based on a
commitment to continuous improvement and
innovation - conscious that the need for IT advisory
skills has changed over recent years, and adapting to
the market. The most important role nowadays, is that
consultants work alongside internal IT teams, bringing
external perspective to ensure that the best decisions
are taken in the interests of organisations. Central
to its culture is the belief that people develop most
rapidly through exposure to real client problems and
situations.
Our team’s experience and expertise are the
backbone of our business, making it vital that we
maintain their training and professional development
– we want our employees to be curious, and to share
their opinions and interests - demonstrating a desire for
continual development, learning, ability to adopt and
evolve. This can often be seen through attendance
of courses, seminars or events; blogposts they have
written; or simply their desire to engage in discussions
about what we as a business are currently working on.
We actively promote networking, collaboration and
shared inspirational thinking, holding industry events
such as our C-level forums which bring together Chief
Information Officers, and participating in professional
networks and industry bodies such as the TCCA,
BAPCO, and UCISA to improve our knowledge and
encourage sharing of best practice and industry
insights.

Experienced skills continue to be in short supply
particularly in specialist areas such as IT architecture,
cloud strategy planning and cybersecurity, so we
continue to build a set of specialist capability groups
to ensure we can offer best-in-class advice across all
areas of IT. These are led by Managing Consultants,
with every consultant in the company assigned to
one of the groups to help share and develop skills,
marketing collateral and delivery tools.
Continuous Improvement (CI) is vital to developing
our client services and delivering better value. This
is based on a PDCA cycle (shown in the diagram
below) that remediates any issues and feeds lessons
learned into future work (such as creation of better
templates and client collateral, improved staff training
or experience, or more efficient processes).
This helps us deliver the best outcome at the first time
of asking, while allowing us to be nimble enough
to agree expected outputs for future tasks based
on feedback and learnings from previous ones. This
means clients are getting the best quality outcome in
as short a period as possible.

• Improve based on
‘check’ findings and
feed into future planning

ACT

PLAN

• Identify objectives
• Create roadmap for
achieving them

ci
CI
• Monitor and measure
actions and outputs
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CHECK

DO

• Implement roadmap

3 Professional Development

7. We undertake training and
professional development planning
each year

For each of these, we have a capability group, led by
a Managing Consultant, with every consultant in the
company assigned to one of the groups to help share
and develop skills, marketing collateral and delivery
tools. We also use our capability groups to encourage
skills sharing and collective thought leadership.

8. We promote strong core consulting
capabilities and specialisms in our
consultants and teams

This is further encouraged by setting time aside for
non-client facing activities to ensure we provide the
most up-to-date views and opinions, and exposure to
industry best practice and insight. Both these functions
place value on ‘teamwork’ and encourage knowledge

Mandatory training is provided in line with regulatory
and compliance requirements on health & safety,
cybersecurity, GDPR. We also offer individuals the
chance to pursue courses that will support their growth,
progression and professional expertise, such as ITIL4,
Agile, and PRINCE2 qualifications and support staff
with other courses such as MBAs, that may not directly
be required for their jobs, offering help with course
costs and study leave. Mason Advisory is working
towards achieving the newly developed Chartered
Management Consultant (ChMC) accreditation for
our inhouse training programme, with the goal of
supporting individuals through the process of becoming
an experienced ChMC member.

Current project/workload/ pipeline

All
consultants
complete
our
Consider
what has gone
well and not so
well,capability matrix which
reflect on recent accomplishments and raise any
highlight
their
skill
levels
and
issues or concerns around your workload qualifications. This is used
to understand where we have strength and where
We encourage
our
employees
to offer
feedback on
Consider the
reason
for how you have
been feeling
Agreehave
any new
objectives
and actions
we
gaps.
Consultants
and line managers use
and discuss them with your line manager
how they view the company is performing. In 2018
this to support skills development (through training,
we introduced an external staff survey (run by Great
mentoring or project allocation). Central to our culture
My performance
objectives
Places
to Work)
to identify areas for improvement,
My career
and development
objectivesthrough
is the belief that people
develop
most rapidly
in a new
focus
Discuss howresulting
you are progressing
against
your on development of our staff
How happy
are you in your
current
role?
exposure to real client
problems
and
situations.
We
balanced scorecard objectives. Do they need
Discuss how you are progressing and agree any
market
needs and personal objectives. As
amending?to
Do meet
you require
any support?
enable our consultants
work training
on a etc.
variety of projects
short-term to
objectives,
a result we spent six months undertaking interviews
and therefore we ensure careful selection of projects
Check-in
with all staff to capture their views and take our
conversation map to give appropriate on-the-job learning. Experience
HR processes to the next level of maturity. Our HR
and expertise are enabled and
enhanced through
Recognition
My feedback
360º
department is working to develop the outputs of
our
flat
hierarchy
and
open
forum
methodologies:
Have you had any successes that you would like to
Share any feedback you have received with your
that
share with your
lineprocess,
manager? which has included a new career
line manager
knowledge sharing,
monthly internal briefings and
Have you recognised
great work and
being carried
out
Line manager should also provide any feedback
development
performance
review (CDPR)
informal team meetings.
by a colleague or team?
they may have received
process, with a clear framework to show what
As part of last year’s three-year business plan, we
employees need to do to progress from the most
introduced a new operating model at the start of the
junior roles right through to CEO. This provides a clear
Values, behaviours & positive impact on society
My ideas and requests for change
financial
year, including splitting client sales/delivery
pathway and allows transparency around promotions
Do
you
need
discuss any(public
new ideas you
have?
Discuss
how your behaviours fit with with the Mason
across twoto sectors
and
private), allocating
and reward
packages.
Would you like to request a change to your work
Advisory values.
life? teams to win work in these areas, supported
core
by a new Corporate Services function, to allow the
Anything else?
consultants to focus on building the business and
Discuss any matter which is important to you at this time.
developing core capabilities.
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accumulation and sharing such as attendance and
speaking at conferences and trade shows.

Optimising IT Operating Models to efficiently and
effectively manage and deliver digital and IT
services, technology centres of excellence and
shared service centres. Covering strategy through
to delivery, including: Op-Model, Organisation
Design; technology in Mergers, Acquisitions and
Divestments; IT cost effectiveness; and business
performance management.

Shaping clients’ IT Service Management functions to
manage their IT services with effective processes,
procedures and systems in meeting IT their
operational performance targets. Covering; Service
Governance and Reporting IT Service Excellence,
Capability and Skills; Automation and Optimisation;
Service Portfolio & Catalogue; Service Strategy &
Standards; ITIL; and Supplier Management.

Sourcing

Operating Model &
Organisation Design

Specifying client’s IT sourcing arrangements, ensuring
contracted value to support business requirements.
Covering: Sourcing Model & Strategy; Solution
Development and Supplier Selection; Contract
Negotiation; Contract mobilisation and
Implementation; Contract Development, Assurance
and Benchmarking.
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Service
Management

Mason Advisory views its people as its primary asset
and are committed to develop the capabilities of
our Consultants, provide career development and
support the welfare of our employees.
Annual meetings to review and set objectives help
staff understand how they are performing and to
plan for growth and career development. They also
have regular ‘check-ins’ throughout the year with
their line managers, to refresh SMART objectives
and to help maintain momentum. These prove
invaluable in identifying personal and professional
training requirements and goals, demonstrating
where different project selection is required to support
development, and providing input into promotion and
rewards. We use a balanced scorecard, that allows
About me and
my wellbeing
managers to recognise
development
across a range
a general
discussion
about how things
have
of areas. Have
Training
needs
identified
in this
process are
gone since last check-in. How would you rate how
documented
via our HR system.
you feeland
on this monitored
scale?

The business plan also included more focused
consulting capabilities based on client research and
sales track record. We rationalised our approach to
the market from seven to four core capabilities, as
shown below.

Architecture

Defining and transforming technology solutions and
services to underpin organisation’s requirements.
Covering: Enterprise Architecture embedding
capability into an organisation; Technology Strategy
developing the technology roadmaps across End
User, Infrastructure, Hosting and platforms,
optimisation, rationalisation and migration;
Technology Selection; Application Rationalisation;
Digital Transformation; and Security.

9. We support our employees’
career progression, professional
development and welfare
Our Senior Managers and the wider business
are sensitive to the needs of our employees and
monitoring their welfare. Our CDPR includes annual
objective setting and review meetings, along
with more regular check-ins with line managers.
The suggested areas of discussion include career
progression and recognition, personal development
and perception of their wellbeing, as shown in the

check-in ‘conversation map’ below. We also have
wider initiatives including key elements of our benefits
package and our flexible working policy.
Staff can discuss whichever elements on the map
they wish to focus on in their sessions, although all
areas should be covered during the year. The outputs
should be documented and stored in our online HR
system, allowing line managers, staff and the HR
department to monitor progress and identify areas for
additional focus.

About me and my wellbeing

Current project/workload/ pipeline

Have a general discussion about how
things have gone since last check-in. How
would you rate how you feel on this scale?

Consider what has gone well and not so
well, reflect on recent accomplishments
and raise anyissues or concerns around
your workload

Consider the reason for how you have
been feeling and discuss them with your
line manager

Agree any new objectives and actions

My performance objectives

My career and development objectives

Discuss how you are progressing against
your balanced scorecard objectives. Do
they need amending? Do you require
any support?

How happy are you in your current role?
Discuss how you are progressing and
agree any short-term objectives, training
etc.

Check-in
conversation
map

Recognition
Have you had any successes that you
would like to share with your line manager?

Having a balanced approach to work and personal
time is a core element of our values. Our team work
extremely hard and we understand that managing
this balance can be a challenge for our consultants
who often work long spells away from home. We
therefore monitor the impact this has on their lives
and ensure they are compensated. As well as fulfilling
our legal requirement to consider all flexible working
requests, we also offer a pragmatic policy that allows
staff to work from home when it is reasonable to do so,
e.g. due to medical appointments, urgent personal
commitments, or simply because the nature of the
work will benefit from concentrated time at home. The
company has the IT Infrastructure to accommodate
remote working and endorses this flexibility where it is
appropriate.
We also offer Health Insurance as part of the
company benefits package and offer all employees
(regardless of participation in the scheme) health
checks every two years (or every year for those over
50). We are also due to launch a new wellbeing
initiative to build on our recognition as a centre of
excellence for wellbeing by Great Places to Work.
This is providing additional guidance on workplace
physical and mental health and fulfilment.

“As a company we recognise the importance

of keeping abreast of innovation and exploring

My feedback
360º

Have you recognised great work being
carried out by a colleague or team?

new ideas. This is true of our approach to training

Share any feedback you have received
with your line manager Line manager
should also provide any feedback they
may have received

and development. We recognise our people
are our key strength and we encourage them
to take advantage of all opportunities to equip
them with the best and latest in industry training.

Values, behaviours & positive impact on society

Our training approach ensures all our consultants

My ideas and requests for change

Discuss how your behaviours fit with with
the Mason Advisory values.

have a standardised grounding in key skills whilst
also encouraging individuals to drive their own

Do you need to discuss any new ideas
you have? Would you like to request a
change to your work life?

development based on interests and career goals
- which is why we support qualifications such as MBAs.”

Loice Mugwagwa – Consultant.
Anything else?
Discuss any matter which is important to you at this time.
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About Mason Advisory
Mason Advisory provides IT Consultancy services that match technology know-how with
commercial and business sense. Clients include organisations in the ﬁnancial services,
life sciences, retail and FMCG, energy, government, emergency services,and not-forproﬁt sectors.
Contact us
To get in touch, please email contact@masonadvisory.com or call +44 333 301 0093
masonadvisory.com
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